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e’ve certainly witnessed a dizzying display of price
changes this year. And now, more than ever,
there’s recognition of further segmentation based
on non-standard aircraft configurations impacting

value and time on the market. Meanwhile, inventory levels con-
tinue to rise and pricing is increasingly pressed down. Yet, there’s
good news to share before we discuss the complexity of under-
standing value: there are buyers!

Many aircraft markets are still showing transactions of 15-18
units over the preceding six months, thereby demonstrating con-
sumer interest. Many business segments are clearly feeling confi-
dent to make acquisitions - yet, as always, transactions essentially
come down to price.

Interestingly, the vast majority of sales that are occurring are
taking place with North American buyers, while the emerging
markets that once offered so much promise are now more
focused on selling their aircraft than on buying. That’s a lot of
pressure on the shoulders of one region—North America.

While some aircraft markets now have less than 10% of the
pre-owned fleet for sale, others continue to see fleet-for-sale
numbers rise. Staying on top of the market trends, price reduc-
tions and inventory levels has never been more important to an
aircraft owner and their aviation brokerage/consulting partner.

As mentioned previously, we track markets with detailed
spreadsheets covering the many individual items we believe
impact a particular aircraft’s value. As a matter of fact, using those
spreadsheets we’ve been keeping monthly tabs on sellers reduc-
ing their asking price. Guess what: every month there seem to be
many sellers in each model segment that adjusted their price
downward! Some adjustments may be from sellers who were
never aligned to the market to start with, but others are evidently
trying to figure out where the ‘new market’ should be.

In many cases price changes are made by sellers with non-stan-
dard interior configurations. The result leaves buyers and sellers
confused, questioning the methodology to establish residual loss
rates. Understanding what your aircraft is worth today doesn’t
necessarily mean you know what it will be worth in three months’
time, and the net result is frustration for both buyers and sellers.

As mentioned, aircraft configuration is more important today
than ever before. Buyers are coming to grips with the new resid-
ual loss rate of 7% or more annually as opposed to the traditional
3-4%. Thus, they seek the most saleable asset they can find with
the mid- to long-term in mind.

OEMs typically have a handful of standard configurations. It
does not take long to review an aircraft type and discover the
popular configuration choice. Many new aircraft buyers make
these choices based on personal preference, but it’s important to

be mindful of the impact that a non-standard layout can have on
resale value.

The market is demonstrating a large value difference between
aircraft offering standard configuration and those without, in
much the same way that aircraft with very high time see a reduc-
tion in value. The valuation guides have struggled to catch up
with this new reality.

International Perspective: The shift in International business as
well as the state of the pre-owned market is affecting the OEMs,
too, as they work to sell new models. With older airplanes selling
at such reduced prices, the price delta grows for an owner con-
sidering selling a legacy aircraft and upgrading to new. For exam-
ple, if the solutions are available for NextGen upgrades in a cur-
rent airplane that’s meeting the mission needs well, it makes
sense to invest in upgrading the older airplane, saving the mil-
lions you would have spent buying new.

The slowdown in global markets is leaving the US buyers as
key participants, and with the continued slippage in pre-owned
pricing and global economic uncertainty new aircraft are becom-
ing a harder sell. So what’s the take away from this discussion?

Make sure you’re taking great care of your aircraft - both the
airframe and the records. Unless the mission needs change signif-
icantly, continue to operate what you have and enjoy the benefits
of Business Aviation. Engage with trusted aviation professionals
and listen to them as they describe the market. Prices are no
longer going up, so understanding where your aircraft fits in a
particular market will help you get in and out as fast as possible,
with the best possible price.

We are not taking a ‘no-growth’ attitude towards business air-
craft. By no means are we trying to discourage buying new air-
craft. We are, however, trying to address and correct future diffi-
culty in pegging residual loss rates.  Furthermore, we hope to
instill confidence in the future of aircraft markets, whether new or
pre-owned.

As you head into 2016, lead your prospects and clients with
smart and factual Intel. There’s actually a good bit of data to help
your clients shape their future. We wish everyone a safe and
happy holiday season. We’re looking forward to more buying and
selling in 2016 - with a close eye on pricing! �
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Understanding 
Today’s Market Value

As we prepare to consign another year to the history books, what 
is happening within the aircraft markets today, asks Adam Mesinger. 
What can you do to position your aircraft for a quick sale in 2016?
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